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ABSTRACT

Shock wave refraction at a sharp density interface is a classical problem in hydrodynamics. Presently, we investigate the strongly planar
refraction of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock wave at an inclined density interface. A magnetic field is applied that is initially
oriented either perpendicular or parallel to the motion of incident shock. We explore flow structure by varying the magnitude of the
magnetic field governed by the non-dimensional parameter b 2 ð0:5; 106Þ and the inclination angle of density interface a 2 ð0:30; 1:52Þ. The
regular MHD shock refraction process results in a pair of outer fast shocks (reflected and transmitted) and a set of inner nonlinear magneto-
sonic waves. By varying magnetic field (strength and direction) and inclination interface angle, the latter waves can be slow shocks, slow
expansion fans, intermediate shocks, or slow-mode compound waves. For a chosen incident shock strength and density ratio, the MHD
shock refraction transitions from regular (all nonlinear waves meeting at a single point) into irregular when the inclined density interface
angle is less than a critical value. Irregular refraction patterns are not amenable to an analytical solution, and hence, we have obtained irregu-
lar refraction solutions by numerical simulations. Since the MHD shock refraction is self-similar, we further explore by converting the initial
value problem into a boundary value problem (BVP) by a self-similar coordinate transformation. The self-similar solution to the BVP is
numerically solved using an iterative method and implemented using the p4est adaptive mesh framework. The simulation shows that a Mach
stem occurs in an irregular MHD shock refraction, and the flow structure can be an MHD equivalent to a single Mach reflection irregular
refraction and convex-forwards irregular refraction that occur in hydrodynamic case. For Mach number M¼ 2, both analytical and numeri-
cal results show that perpendicular magnetics fields suppress the regular to irregular transition compared to the corresponding hydrody-
namic case. As Mach number decreased, it is possible that strong perpendicular magnetics promote the regular to irregular transition, while
moderate perpendicular magnetics suppress this transition compared to the corresponding hydrodynamic case.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0078545

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock refraction
is important for any application involving shock waves and variable
density flows, such as inertial confinement fusion (ICF),1 as well as
astrophysical phenomena.2 In ICF, the surface of a spherical capsule is
rapidly ablated, driving a converging shock into deuterium–tritium
fuel contained within the capsule. When this shock interacts with the
density interfaces within the capsule, the shock refraction process
occurs and vorticity is deposited on these interfaces. This leads to the
generation of Richtmyer–Meshkov instability (RMI) that promotes
mixing between the capsule material and the fuel, which limits the
possibility of achieving energy break-even or production.1 Moreover,

the fluids involved become rapidly ionized and hence will interact
with magnetic fields. In the astrophysical context, the knowledge
of shock refraction has implications for phenomena shock interac-
tions with the interstellar medium. The present work contributes
to understand the MHD shock refraction process. A canonical
physical setup to investigate shock refraction is shown in Fig. 1.
The flow is characterized by the following parameters: the incident
shock sonic Mach number M (fast magnetosonic Mach number
for fast mode MHD shocks), the density ratio of the interface
g ¼ qb=q0, the ratio of specific heats c, the angle between the
incident shock normal and interface a, and the nondimen-
sional strength of the initially applied magnetic field b�1 ¼ B2=2p0,
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where B and p0 denotes the dimensionless magnitude of the applied
magnetic field and the pressure of the gas.

In hydrodynamics, the regular shock refraction results in a trans-
mitted T and a reflected R shock.3,4 On the other hand, the shock
refraction becomes irregular as the inclination angle of interface is
decreased below a certain critical angle and frequently accompanied
by the presence of a Mach stem.5,6 Where all waves resulting from the
refraction process meet at a point (triple point) and are planar, this is
known as regular shock refraction; otherwise, the shock refraction is
irregular. Shock refraction, both regular and irregular, have been
explored in depth in hydrodynamics. At a fast–slow interface, experi-
ments and simulations have shown that the irregular refraction struc-
ture includes a centered expansion type of refraction (CER), single
Mach reflection type of refraction (MRR), and concave-forwards type
of refraction (CFR).3,7 For strongly planar ideal MHD, Samtaney8

numerically investigated the shock refraction with the presence of a
magnetic field that was initially oriented parallel to the motion of inci-
dent shock. The parameters in this investigation were: M ¼ 2; g ¼ 3;
c ¼ 1:4; a ¼ p=4, and b¼ 2 (see Fig. 1). Here, we define a flow to be
planar if there are no derivatives in the out-of-plane (z) direction, and
strongly planar if there is also a reference frame in which there is no
vector component in the z-direction. In the investigation by Samtaney,
there are a pair of reflected shocks and a pair of transmitted shocks as
shown in Fig. 2(a). RS and RF are the slow-reflected and fast-reflected

magneto-sonic shocks, respectively, whereas TS (slow or intermediate
shock) and TF (fast shock) are the transmitted magneto-sonic shocks.
Samtaney noted that the growth of the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability
is suppressed in the presence of a magnetic field, since the vorticity is
transported away from the density interface onto a pair of slow or
intermediate magneto-sonic shocks ðRS and TSÞ. Consequently, the
density interface is devoid of vorticity and its growth and associated
mixing are suppressed. Subsequently, Wheatley et al.9 developed ana-
lytical solutions to the planar and strongly planar regular MHD shock
refraction by fixing the inclination angle a ¼ p=4 and varying
b 2 ð2; 107Þ. They focused on regular refraction where all the waves
meet at a single point. Furthermore, they showed that the resulting
refraction structure might consist of five, six, or seven waves. The
wave pattern may include fast, intermediate, and slow MHD shocks,
slow compound waves, 180� rotational discontinuities (RDs), and
slow-mode expansion fans. As in hydrodynamics, even for ideal MHD
when all the waves do not meet at a single point, the refraction pattern
is deemed irregular. In Fig. 2(b), we show the case of an irregular
MHD shock refraction obtained numerically with the same parame-
ters as the case in Ref. 8 except a ¼ p=6. A Mach stem separates RF
and IS from the point that the other waves meet and the resulting
refraction wave pattern is irregular. Note that, in the irregular refrac-
tion case, the Mach stem is not straight; that is, it is curved (similar to
irregular shock refraction in hydrodynamics, which involves a Mach
stem).3,7 Hence, the wave structure is too complicated to be amenable
to an analytical solution, and we need to obtain the solution numeri-
cally. Later on, in the present work, we will discuss the numerical solu-
tion of a set of partial differential equations arising from a self-similar
transformation.

One of the main challenges in the MHD shock refraction is the
appearance of inadmissible waves, especially those of the intermediate
type. In the three-dimensional MHD system of equations, the evolu-
tionary condition10–12 restricts physically admissible discontinuities to
fast shocks, slow shocks, contact discontinuities, and 180� RDs. The
evolutionary of intermediate shocks has been extensively studied and
is somewhat controversial. Falle and Komissarov13 demonstrated that
a shock is physical only if it satisfies both the viscosity admissibility
condition and the evolutionary condition. In their framework, for a
planar system, fast and slow shocks are evolutionary and have unique
structurally stable dissipative structures, and RDs are considered

FIG. 1. Physical setup for the problem of shock refraction. The initial pressure in
the unshocked regions is p0 ¼ 1, and the density ratio across the interface is
g ¼ qb=q0. The magnetic field may be absent, or initially oriented parallel or per-
pendicular to the motion of incident shock.

FIG. 2. Numerical density field overlaid with vorticity resulting from a MHD shock refraction in the presence of a magnetic field, which is parallel to the motion of incident shock,
with M ¼ 2; g ¼ 3; c ¼ 1:4; b ¼ 2, (a) a ¼ p=4, (b) a ¼ p=6: IS: incident shock; CD: contact discontinuity; TF: transmitted fast shock; TS: transmitted slow/intermediate
wave; SC: shocked contact; RS: reflected slow/intermediate wave; RF: reflected fast wave.
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admissible, while all intermediate shocks are non-evolutionary and
can be destroyed by interactions with Alfv�en waves. This is in con-
tradiction to the conclusion obtained via numerical tests by Wu.14–16

For a strongly planar system, Falle and Komissarov13 concluded that
1 ! 3 and 2 ! 4 intermediate shocks along with slow (noted as C1)
and fast (noted as C2) compound waves are shown to be evolutionary
and have unique dissipative structures. Both 2 ! 3 intermediate
shocks and 180� RDs are found to be non-evolutionary. These results
are in agreement with those of Myong and Roe.17 We choose the con-
ditions from the work of Falle and Komissarov due to its completeness
in order to develop our MHD shock refraction analytical solutions.

The previous work by Samtaney8 andWheatley et al.9 focused on
regular refraction wherein the magnetic field is initially parallel to the
direction of propagation of the incident shock. In the present work,
based on the method presented by Wheatley et al.,9 we present analyti-
cal solutions to the problem of strongly planar regular shock refraction
in the presence of a magnetic field, which is initially perpendicular
B ¼ ð0;By; 0Þ to the motion of incident shock V ¼ ðvx; 0; 0Þ (herein-
after referred to as perpendicular magnetic field, whereas the case in
Ref. 8 is referred to the parallel magnetic field case). While the regular
refraction solutions can be obtained by analytical means, the only
option to obtain the irregular refraction solution is via numerical sim-
ulations. Noting that, in the absence of viscosity, conductivity, and
resistivity, the MHD shock refraction is self-similar (irrespective of
whether the refraction pattern is irregular or regular) we further
explore the phenomenon of MHD shock refraction by numerical solu-
tions of a self-similar formulation of the governing partial differential
equations. For this, we first convert the equations of ideal MHD gov-
erning the initial value problem (IVP) into a boundary value problem
(BVP) by a self-similar coordinate transformation. The main advan-
tage is that the IVP for inviscid flow problems with vortex sheets is ill-
posed, whereas the self-similar BVP system is well-posed.18 The IVP
does not appear to converge to a weak solution as the mesh is refined,
while the self-similar solution seems to converge with decreasing mesh
size to a weak solution. The numerical results exhibit a very high reso-
lution around discontinuities (here, high resolution refers to a sharper
or higher gradient approximation to a discontinuity). An interesting
outcome of the self-similar transformation concerns solutions involv-
ing contact slip lines (aka vortex sheets). The self-similar transforma-
tion and the numerical method to solve the resulting BVP have been
described in detail in the recent paper by Chen and Samtaney,19

wherein the authors employed the generalized Lagrangian multiplier
GLM–MHD equations. Presently, the self-similar GLM–MHD equa-
tions are employed to investigate both regular and irregular refrac-
tions. To briefly summarize, a knowledge gap exists in the literature in
that the irregular refraction of shocks at a density interface in MHD
have not been explored. Moreover, we also expand the parameter
space by investigating two magnetic field orientations, parallel and
perpendicular to the incident shock propagation direction. The outline
of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the numerical
and analytical approaches. We present the results and discussion for
regular refraction in Sec. III, including different wave configurations
resulting from varying strength of magnetic field b and inclination
angle of interface a focusing more on the solutions obtained by analyt-
ical means. In Sec. IV, we present numerical simulations for irregular
MHD shock refraction patterns and identify a couple of MHD shock
refraction patterns that are similar to the MRR and CFR

configurations noted in irregular shock refractions in hydrodynamics.
Finally, a summary is presented in the concluding Sec. V.

II. EQUATIONS, ANALYTICAL METHOD,
AND SELF-SIMILAR FORMULATION
A. Ideal MHD equations

The ideal MHD equations, appropriately non-dimensionalized,
in multiple spatial dimensions are

@q
@t

þr � ðqvÞ ¼ 0; (1a)

@ðqvÞ
@t

þr � qvvT þ pþ B:B
2

� �
I � BBT

� �
¼ 0; (1b)

@B
@t

þr� ð�v� BÞ ¼ 0; (1c)

@E
@t

þr � E þ pþ B:B
2

� �
v� ðv � BÞB

� �
¼ 0; (1d)

r:B ¼ 0: (1e)

Here, q; p, and E denote the fluid density, hydrodynamic pressure,
and total energy per unit volume, respectively; and v and B denote the
velocity vector and the magnetic induction. The ideal gas is considered
in the present work, and the gas hydrodynamic pressure p and the
total pressure pt are given by

p ¼ ðc� 1Þ E � q
v:v

2
� B:B

2

� �
; pt ¼ pþ B:B

2
; (2)

respectively. We seek solutions to the strongly planar ideal MHD
equations for two-dimensional (2D) conditions.

B. Analytical method

The MHD Rankine–Hugoniot (RH) relations govern weak solu-
tions to the steady-state form of equations of ideal MHD [Eq. (1)] cor-
responding to discontinuous changes from one state to another. We
assume that all dependent variables vary only in the direction normal
to the shock front, which is denoted with the subscript n. We also
assume that all velocities and magnetic fields are coplanar, as we are
seeking strongly planar ideal solutions. Under these assumptions, the
set of jump relations for a stationary discontinuity separating two uni-
form states is20

qvn½ � ¼ 0; (3a)

qv2n þ pþ B2
t

2

� �
¼ 0; (3b)

qvnvt � BnBt½ � ¼ 0; (3c)

qvn
2

ðv2n þ v2t Þ þ
cvnp
c� 1

þ vnB
2
t � vtBnBt

� �
¼ 0; (3d)

vnBt � vtBn½ � ¼ 0: (3e)

Here, the subscript t denotes the component of a vector tangential to
the shock, and ½X� ¼ X 2 �X 1 denotes the difference in the quantity
X between the states upstream (subscript 1) and downstream (sub-
script 2) of the shock. We introduce a set of normalized variables21 as
follows:
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r ¼ vn2
vn1

; b ¼ Bt2

B1
; Vt ¼ vt2

vn1
; sin h1 ¼ Bt1

B1
;

where h1 is the angle between the upstream magnetic field and the
shock normal. We rewrite the Eq. (3) to obtain the following algebraic
equations in r and b:22

Fðr; bÞ ¼ Ar2 þ BðbÞr þ CðbÞ ¼ 0; (4a)

Zðr; bÞ ¼ bX � Y sin h1 ¼ 0; (4b)

where detailed definitions of A;B;C;X, and Y are given in Wheatley
et al.9 The intersections of the curves defined by F ¼ 0 and Z¼ 0 are
the locations in (r, b) space where all jump conditions are satisfied.
Subsequently, we can exactly calculate the downstream state of a dis-
continuity with given upstream state. The wave configuration of the
MHD shock refraction can be shown as in Fig. 3. There are four
unknown angles /1;/2;/3, and /4, which identifies the location of
RF, RS, TF, and TS, respectively. If discontinuity is an expansion fan
or compound wave, / defines the location of the trailing edge (or tail)
of an expansion fan. The states 3 and 5 are the conditions to the left
and right of the SC, and then, the following matching conditions must
hold across the SC:

p3 ¼ p5; (5a)

v3x ¼ v5x; (5b)

v3y ¼ v5y; (5c)

jK3j ¼ jK5j; (5d)

K3=jK3j ¼ K5=jK5j: (5e)

Here, adopting the nomenclature from Wheatley et al.,9

jK j ¼ K ¼ b�1=2; Kn ¼ K cos h, and Kt ¼ K sin h. The main proce-
dure to find the solution is as follows. First, we postulate a wave config-
uration including four plane waves. Mathematically, this corresponds
to selecting which root of the Rankin–Hugoniot relations will be used

to compute the jumps across each shock. Therefore, the guessed wave
angles and the given state 0 and b allow us to compute the conditions
on either side of the SC. An approximate solution to the strongly pla-
nar MHD shock refraction problem is then obtained by iterating on
the wave angles until the matching conditions Eq. (5) are satisfied to
six significant figures. The full solution technique for the MHD regular
shock refraction problem is documented in Ref. 9. In the strongly pla-
nar system, note that the fast and slow waves (shocks or expansion
fans), contact discontinuities, 1 ! 3 and 2 ! 4 intermediate shocks,
slow and fast compound waves are considered admissible according to
Falle and Komissarov.13

C. Self-similar GLM–MHDmethod

In the approach of Dedner et al.,23 the divergence constraint of
the magnetic field (Gauss law) is coupled to the Faraday induction
equation by introducing a new scalar field function or generalized
Lagrangian multiplier (GLM) w. The resulting GLM–MHD system in
full dimensional system x ¼ ðx; y; zÞ can be rewritten in conservative
form as

@U
@t

þ
X
j¼x;y;z

@FjðUÞ
@xj

¼ S; (6)

where the conservative variables vector U, associated fluxes vector Fj,
and source terms S are defined as below:

U ¼

q

qvi

Bi

E

w

2
666666664

3
777777775
; Fj ¼

qvj

qvivj þ Ptdij � BiBj

vjBi � Bjvi þ wdij

ðEþ PtÞvj � ðB:vÞBj

c2hBj

2
666666664

3
777777775
; S ¼

0

0

0

0

�c2h=c
2
pw

2
666666664

3
777777775
;

(7)

where i ¼ x; y; z stands for the different vector components, dij is the
Kronecker symbol, and ch 2 ð0;1Þ and cp 2 ð0;1Þ. The additional
equation of unphysical variable w implies that divergence errors are
propagated to the domain boundaries at finite speed ch and damped at
a rate given by ch=cp. Note that the only source term occurs in the
equation for the unphysical variable w through the mixed hyperbolic/
parabolic correction.

For the hyperbolic system of conservation laws Eq. (6) (without
source term), U � Uðx; tÞ : <m �< ! <n and FðUÞ : <n ! <n.
Under the self-similar transformation for 2D nðn; fÞ � xðx; yÞ=t,24
we eliminate the independent variable time t and transform the system
that depends only upon the self-similar coordinates ~U ðnÞ
� Uðx; tÞ : <m ! <m;m ¼ 2. The Eq. (6) system becomes

m ~U þ @~F j

@
nj ¼ S; (8)

where the self-similar flux vector is defined as ~F j ¼ Fj � njU . We add
a source term of the same form �c2h=c

2
pw to the self-similar system in

an ad hoc fashion because adding this source term does not change the
nature of physics, and inclusion of this source term allows for addi-
tional control of the divergence errors. The unsteady IVP Eq. (6) is
thus transformed into the steady BVP Eq. (8). The self-similar solution

FIG. 3. Designations of the angles and regions of uniform flow for a shock refrac-
tion problem where RS and TS are slow-mode expansion fans. The undisturbed
conditions to the left and right of the CD are denoted states 0 and b, respectively.
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to the BVP Eq. (8) is solved using an iterative method and imple-
mented using the p4est adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) frame-
work.25,26 Existing Riemann solvers (e.g., Roe and HLLD) can be
modified in a relatively straightforward manner and used in the pre-
sent method. The details of the numerical scheme are presented in
Chen and Samtaney.19

III. RESULTS: REGULAR REFRACTION PARALLEL
FIELD CASES

In this section, we present numerical and analytical solutions for
regular refraction of a fast MHD shock at an inclined density interface
for the case of a magnetic field that is initially oriented perpendicular
to the shock propagation direction. Two reference cases, denoted as
R1 and R2, are discussed in detail below. The reference case R1 is char-
acterized by M ¼ 2; c ¼ 1:4; g ¼ 3; a ¼ p=4;b ¼ 2,8 wherein the
magnetic field (By) is initially perpendicular to the motion of incident
shock (aligned in the x direction). The reference case R2 is the same as
R1 except that a ¼ p=6. After the discussion of reference case R1, we
examine the evolution of the wave structures for decreasing b, that is,
by increasing the strength of the initially applied magnetic field.
Thereafter, we examine the effect of changing the inclination angle a
by first examining the reference case R2 in detail. The discussion on
irregular refraction in the presence of perpendicular and parallel mag-
netic fields is deferred until Sec. IV.

A. Reference case R1

We now examine the solution to the reference case R1

(M ¼ 2; c ¼ 1:4; g ¼ 3; a ¼ p=4;b ¼ 2) where the magnetic field

(By is present) is initially perpendicular to the motion of incident
shock. Figure 4(a) shows the graphical solution of the RH relations for
the conditions upstream of incident shock IS, with the exception of
r¼ 1 (corresponding to the upstream state), and there is only one real
root r0 ¼ 0:559, which corresponds the downstream of IS (state 1 in
Fig. 3). It shows that the incident shock is a fast magnetosonic MHD
shock instead of a hydrodynamic shock. For RF, the unique real root
r1 is 0.872 (discarding the trivial root r¼ 1), while it is 0.512 for TF, as
shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. It indicates that RF and TF
are both fast mode MHD shocks. However, Fig. 4(d) shows the unique
real root r2 > 1 (again discarding r¼ 1), which implies that the
reflected wave RS is either an expansion fan or a compound wave.
Additionally, the sign of magnetic field does not change across this
wave, indicating that the RS is an expansion fan through which only
the magnitude of magnetic field changes. The same observation for TS
is found in Fig. 4(e); hence, we conclude that TS is also an expansion
fan. It demonstrates that the solution consists of three fast shocks and
two slow-mode expansion fans. The four waves RF, RS, TF, and TS
are found to lie at /1 ¼ 0:370 255; /2 ¼ 0:765 571; /3 ¼ 1:232 414;
and /4 ¼ 1:044 445, respectively. We also analytically compute the
angular width of expansion fan D/ERS ¼ 0:330 408 for RS, whereas
D/ETS ¼ 0:180 417 for TS, respectively.

In Fig. 5, we overlay the analytical wave structure (the locations
of waves) on the numerical results. Figure 5(a) shows that the density
field clearly displays the location of shocked contact (denoted as SC),
over which the magnetic field remains continuous. The x-component
of the magnetic field, Bx, clearly displays the locations of the weaker
waves RF and RS that have small density jumps associated with them
and these waves are not so clearly discerned in the density plot in

FIG. 4. Graphical solutions of the MHD Rankine–Hugoniot relations for conditions upstream of five waves in case R1. Solid (dashed) line denotes F ¼ 0ðZ ¼ 0Þ. (a) IS, (b)
RF, (c) TF, (d) RS, and (e) TS.
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Fig. 5(c). Both RS and TS increase the magnitude of magnetic field
without changing its sign, but it is not obvious from the 2D field plots
of density and magnetic fields that RS and TS are expansion fans. To
show that both are indeed expansion fans, we plot q;Bx , and By pro-
files along a horizontal line at f=L ¼ 0:6667 in Fig. 6. From left to
right in Fig. 6(a), the waves are as follows: fast-mode shock RF, slow-
mode expansion fan RS, shocked contact SC, slow-mode expansion
fan TS, and fast-mode shock TF, respectively. The first two waves
propagate to left, the remaining three waves move to the right. We
also note that the magnetic field does not change its sign passing
through all waves, and hence, there are neither intermediate shocks
nor compound waves for this strongly planar solution of the reference
case R1. Hence, the planar solution is seen to be identical to the
strongly planar solution for the case R1. It is interesting to contrast
this with the case of a parallel magnetic field,8,9 where it was shown
that TS is 2 ! 4 intermediate shock and RS is slow shock for strongly
planar solution, whereas TS is replaced by a rotational discontinuity
followed downstream by a slow shock for the planar solution. With
the specific parameters of case R1, the wave structure resulting from
perpendicular magnetic field is unique, while the wave structure is not
unique for the parallel magnetic field case, which exhibits differences
between planar and strongly planar situations. We further note, from

Figs. 5 and 6, there is close agreement between the analytical solution
and the numerical results insofar as the wave structures is concerned.

B. Evolution of wave structure with b

We now examine how solutions to the regular MHD shock
refraction problem vary as magnetic field strength (characterized by b)
is varied. The problem is characterized with the same parameters in
the case R1 except b 2 ð0:5; 106Þ. The solutions for strong magnetic
fields b 2 ð0:5; 10Þ are presented in Sec. III B 1, while the solutions for
large b are shown in Sec. III B 2.

1. Solution behavior for b ‰ ð0:5; 10Þ
In hydrodynamics, the regular refraction (for the chosen parame-

ters) consists of a triple point; that is, there are three shocks (incident,
reflected and transmitted) that meet at a single point. The angles of
shocks R and T in hydrodynamic triple-point solution to the shock
refraction problem are computed with b�1 ¼ 0; M ¼ 2; a ¼ p=4;
c ¼ 1:4, and g¼ 3. We plot the deviation of the angles of the fast-
mode shocks from their corresponding triple point values in Fig. 7(a).
Here, D/1 corresponds to the angle of RF minus the angle of R, while
D/3 corresponds to the angle of Tminus the angle of TF, respectively.

FIG. 5. Analytical wave structure for the case R1 overlaid on the numerical results displayed by density (a), By (b), and Bx (c) fields, respectively. Magnetic field lines are
shown by black solid lines.

FIG. 6. Density q (a), component Bx (b), and By (c) of magnetic field profiles from the numerical results at f=L ¼ 0:6667 compared to profiles from analytical solution. Solid
(dashed) line denotes analytical (numerical) solution.
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As the field strength is decreased, or as b is increased, the angles of the
fast-mode shock in MHD tend toward the triple-point values from
hydrodynamics. For b < 3, the angle deviation from the triple-point
values increases as b is decreased with the change of the RF angle
being stronger than that of TF. Beyond b¼ 3, the evolution of angle
deviation changes more gradually and tends to be linear at larger b val-
ues. Meanwhile, the location angles /2 (for RS) and /4 (for TS) tend
toward the SC with increasing of b, as shown in Fig. 7(b). D/2 (D/4)
denotes the difference between /2 (/4) and angular location of SC.
The angular difference jD/2j decreases from 0.3 to around 0.1 with
increase in b, while D/4 decreases more slightly from 0.11 to 0.04.
These variations imply that the reflected waves are more strongly
affected than the transmitted waves by the variation in the strength of
initial magnetic field. In addition, we note that there is a close agree-
ment between the analytical solutions and the numerical results for
these strongly planar shock refractions. Note that there is no transition
of wave configuration with increasing of b, and the solution consists of
three fast shocks and two slow-mode expansion fans. In contrast, for

the case with the presence of parallel magnetic fields, as b increased
the RS and TS transition from slow shocks to 2 ! 4 intermediate
shocks, and then become slow compound waves. Such transitions
were noted by Wheatley et al.9 for the parallel field case.

In Fig. 8(a), we show the variation of the angular width of expan-
sion fans, RS and TS, as b is increased. Here, we plot only the analyti-
cal solutions since it is quite challenging to effectively resolve angular
widths of the order of 10�3 from numerical results. At b ¼ 0:5, the
angular width for RS is D/ERS ¼ 1:344� 10�3, whereas it is D/ETS
¼ 3:191� 10�4 for TS. When a strong magnetic field is present, the
angular width of both expansion fans significantly increases as b is
increased. The angular width of the reflected expansion reaches a max-
imum value D/ERS ¼ 6:50� 10�2 at b ¼ 2:3627, while the angular
width of the transmitted expansion fan reaches a maximum value of
D/ETS ¼ 7:596� 10�3 at b ¼ 2:2673. Until b � 2:4 (the location of
the maxima), the angular width of the expansion fans is also accompa-
nied by a significant increase in the angular locations of RS and TS
[Fig. 7(b)]. The increase in the RS location angle is larger than the

FIG. 7. (a) Deviation of the fast shock angles from their corresponding values in the hydrodynamic triple-point, D/1 andD/3 for RF and TF, respectively; (b) deviation of
slow-mode expansion fans angles D/2 andD/4 for RS and TS. For hydrodynamic case, /1;hydro ¼ 0:4454, and /3;hydro ¼ 1:2771.

FIG. 8. (a) Angular width of slow-mode expansion fans, D/ERS (D/ETS) denotes the angle width of RS (TS) expansion fan; (b) angular width of inner layer.
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location angle of TS, suggesting that the angular width (defined as the
angle from the leading wave in the RS wave group to the leading wave
in the TS wave group) of the inner layer decreases as b increased [see
Fig. 8(b)]. After reaching the maximum values of angular width D/ERS
and D/ETS, the angular location of RSð/2Þ and TSð/4Þ continues to
increase with b. It leads to a continuous smooth and monotonic
decrease in the angular width of the inner layer with increasing b, the
angular width of the inner layer scales as b�1=2 for b > 5. To summa-
rize, in the range of strong magnetic fields b 2 ð0:5; 2:4Þ, the wave
configurations change significantly and the angular width of expansion
fans D/ERS and D/ETS increase as b increased. In the range of moder-
ate magnetic fields, the wave configurations change slightly and the
angular width of expansion fans D/ERS and D/ETS decrease as b
increased.

2. Solution behavior at large b

For cases with parameters M ¼ 2; a ¼ p=4; c ¼ 1:4; g ¼ 3, and
b > 0:5, the strongly planar solution consists of three fast shocks and
two slow-mode expansion fans (Fig. 6), and there is no transition of
wave configuration with an increase in b. Presently, we are concerned
with the evolution of wave structure at large b up to 106. We plot only
analytical angular widths since it is very challenging to obtain the
numerical results that resolve well angular widths of the order of 10�4.

Figure 9(a) shows that as the magnetic field weakens, the angular
width of the inner layer diminishes. The slope of the angular width of
the inner layer vs b�1, when plotted on a logarithmic scale, reveals
that the angular width of the inner layer scales as b�1=2; that is, the
inner layer angular width is directly proportional to the applied mag-
netic field magnitude B. Figure 9(b) shows the deviation of RF and TF
from triple-point shock angles vs b�1. It reveals that as magnetic field
weakens b�1 < 10�4, the deviation of two fast shocks from triple-
point shock angles diminish, and both two scales as b�1=2. This scaling
is also found for the evolution of angular width of two expansion fans
if b�1 < 10�4 [see Fig. 9(c)]. These observations suggest that, in the
limit as b ! 1, the location of RF (TF) tends to be identical to R (T)
of the corresponding hydrodynamic case. The jumps across the inner
layer, which are equal to those across the hydrodynamic SC in the
limit, are supported by two expansion fans within the layer. In other
words, as b ! 1 the MHD solution is identical to the corresponding
hydrodynamic triple-point solution, with the exception that the hydro-
dynamic SC is replaced by the inner layer surrounded by the two slow

expansion fans. This observation is consistent with the conclusion of
the case in the presence of a parallel magnetic field.9

C. Evolution of wave structure with change of a

For a given set of parameters, the MHD shock refraction will
transform regular into irregular refraction as the inclination interface
angle a is decreased. First, we present the detailed wave structure of
the case characterized with M ¼ 2;b ¼ 2; c ¼ 1:4; g ¼ 3, and
a ¼ p=6, denoted as reference case R2. For this case, we follow the
same analysis process for the case R1 to show that RS becomes a slow
compound wave; TS is a slow-mode expansion fan; and IS, RF, and TF
are fast shocks. The compound wave RS relevant here consists of a
2 ! 3 ¼ 4 intermediate shock, for which vn2 ¼ cSL2, followed imme-
diately downstream by a slow-mode expansion fan, where cSL2 denotes
the slow magnetosonic speed. Note that the case in the presence of
parallel magnetic field and the hydrodynamic case, the refraction is
irregular with a ¼ p=6, whereas for the present case of the perpendic-
ular magnetic field, the refraction pattern is regular. Therefore, we are
able to also obtain the analytical result in addition to numerical simu-
lation results: both sets of results are plotted in Fig. 10 with the white
lines depicting the location of the waves from the analytical solution.
The density field clearly displays the location of TF, TS, and SC
because of the strong density jump over these waves. The first two
waves TF and TS can also be seen in images of the x- and y-
component of the magnetic field. On the other hand, the reflected
waves RF and RS are weak, and we only discern these well in the image
of the x-component of the magnetic field shown in Fig. 10(b). The
flow is compressed and the sign of Bx is changes in passing through
the leading wavefront, followed immediately a slow-mode expansion
fan which changes only the magnitude (but not the sign) of the mag-
netic field and leads to state 3 at the trailing edge of the expansion fan,
which is part of the slow compound wave. The magnetic field lines are
also overlaid in Fig. 10 to show how the various shocks in the system
deflect the field.

In Fig. 11, we plot q;Bx , and By profiles along a vertical line at
n=L ¼ 0:6667. From left to right in Fig. 11(a), the discontinuities are
as follows: fast shock TF, slow-mode expansion fan TS, SC, slow com-
pound wave RS, and fast shock RF, respectively. In the analytical solu-
tion, we note the fine scale features of the slow compound wave RS,
the leading wavel front of which is at n=L ¼ 0:459 for f=L ¼ 0:667.

FIG. 9. (a) Angular width of inner layer; (b) deviation of the fast shock angles from their corresponding values in the hydrodynamic triple-point, D/1 andD/3 for RF and TF,
respectively; (c) angular width of slow-mode expansion fans, D/ERS and D/ETS for RS and TS, respectively.
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There appears to be good agreement between the analytical solution
and the numerical results.

We now investigate the wave pattern by varying a 2 ð0:378;
1:521Þ and fixing M ¼ 2;b ¼ 2; c ¼ 1:4, and g¼ 3. In Fig. 12(a), we
show that the location angles /1 of RF and /3 of TF increase as a is
increased. The transition of RS occurs at a ¼ 0:559, the black (respec-
tively, red) curve in the figure corresponds to RS being a slow-mode
expansion fan (respectively, slow compound wave). The angle /3
diminishes smoothly as a decreased over the range of a that was exam-
ined. The RS transition from a slow mode expansion to a compound
wave is associated with a change in the slope of the curve [at the black-
red transition in Fig. 12(a)] so that the change of the angular width
between RF and RS increases more rapidly when the RS is a com-
pound wave. For RF, /1 decreases linearly as a decreased when the RS
is slow-mode expansion fan, whereas it decreases more strongly and
the RF location changes the sign (/1 < 0) when RS is a slow-mode
compound wave (a < 0:559). The reason for this subtle change in
slope of /1 vs a is probably due to the nonlinear nature of the alge-
braic equations governing the analytical solution of regular refraction,
but we have not uncovered the exact reason for this. We further note
that RF location angle increases strongly toward the positive y-axis
direction up to /1 ¼ �0:736 439 (negative meaning the angle is
now measured clockwise from the negative x axis) at a ¼ 0:378. In

Fig. 12(b), the location angle /2 of RS and /4 of TS diminishes
smoothly as a is decreased, and there is no obvious change of angle
evolution in the transition region. For the maximum value a ¼ 1:521
in this study, /2 tends to be close to /4 as shown in the zoomed-in
region in Fig. 12(b).

Figure 13(a) shows that as a decreased, the angular width of
slow-mode expansion fan D/ETS increases smoothly. For the reflected
RS wave, the angular width D/ERS increases as a decreases if RS is a
slow-mode expansion fan. On the other hand, D/ERS decreases as a
decreases when RS becomes a slow compound wave. The angular
width of inner layer increases smoothly with decreasing of a as shown
in Fig. 13(b). For a < 0:378, the analytical solution does not exist for
the chosen parameters (M ¼ 2; b ¼ 2; c ¼ 1:4, and g¼ 3). This is
because shock refraction transitions to an irregular pattern. We now
explore the critical angle acrit of regular–irregular transition by varying
the magnetic strength.

For the chosen parameter set (M ¼ 2; g ¼ 3; c ¼ 1:4), the criti-
cal angle at which transition from regular to irregular refraction takes
place is acrit is around 35.5� for hydrodynamic shock refraction
ðb�1 ¼ 0Þ. In the studied range, we find that the presence of an ini-
tially perpendicular magnetic field delays the transition to irregular
refraction compared to the hydrodynamic case, as seen in Fig. 14(c).
Note that acrit tends to the corresponding acrit;hydro as b is increased,

FIG. 10. Analytical wave pattern of case R2 overlaid on the numerical results displayed by density (a), Bx (b), and By (c) fields, respectively. Magnetic field lines are shown by
black solid lines.

FIG. 11. Density q (a) and magnetic field Bx (b) By (c) profiles from the numerical results at n=L ¼ 0:6667 compared to profiles from analytical solution. Solid (dashed) line
denotes analytical (numerical) solution.
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and the limiting behavior for large b tends to the hydrodynamic case,
for M¼ 2, as discussed in Appendix A. In the presence of a strong
magnetic field, acrit increases strongly as magnetic field weakens until
b ¼ 2:7. It is found that the transition angle of RS from slow-mode
expansion fan to compound wave decreases as b is increased, and the
reflected wave RS is a slow compound wave just before the wave pat-
tern transitions to an irregular pattern in this range. In range of
b 2 ð2:7; 3:406Þ, acrit suddenly increases and is identical to the RS
transition angle which in turn also deceases as b is decreased. This
range is somewhat unique where the acrit vs b plot is discontinuous,
the local minimum of acrit is found at b0 ¼ 3:406. Beyond the above
ranges, the RS transition angle cannot be analytically calculated, since
it is less than acrit so that RS is a slow-mode expansion fan when the
wave pattern becomes irregular. To explore this somewhat anomalous
behavior of critical angle acrit vs bð	 2Þ, we also compute the critical
angle for three other Mach numbers,M ¼ 1:35; 1:5, and 5, for which
the critical angle is plotted in Figs. 14(a), 14(b), and 14(d), respectively.
In the critical angle acrit vs b evolution, the discontinuous region is

expanded and the local minimum occurs at larger b as Mach number
decreases (see M ¼ 1:35; 1:5 cases). The local minimum of acrit
occurs at b ¼ 4:207 and 6.106 for M¼ 1.5 and 1.35, respectively. It is
interesting to examine the local minimum in the acrit value as a func-
tion of Mach number. This is plotted in Fig. 15 along with the corre-
sponding value of b at this critical transition angle. Aside from the
branch seen for low values of b [lower left branch in Fig. 14(c)], this
critical angle value represents the smallest value at which the transition
from regular to irregular refraction takes place. Beyond M¼ 3.4, the
local minimum no longer exists [as for example in Fig. 14(d) for
M¼ 5], and the lower left branch [as in Fig. 14(c)] takes over for all
values of b investigated. It is evident that the transition from regular to
irregular refraction is a complex phenomenon, a more thorough
exploration of the parameter space is left for the future.

IV. RESULTS: IRREGULAR REFRACTION

Presently, we solve the self-similar formulation of ideal
GLM–MHD equations [Eq. (8)] to investigate the irregular MHD

FIG. 13. (a) Angular width of slow-mode expansion fans, D/ERS andD/ETS for RS and TS, respectively; (b) angular width of inner layer. The black (red) lines stand that the
RS is slow-mode expansion fans (slow-mode compound wave).

FIG. 12. (a) Fast shock angles /1 and/3 for RF and TF, respectively; (b) slow-mode expansion fans or compound wave angles /2 and/4 for RS and TS, respectively. The
black (red) curve denote that the RS is slow-mode expansion fans (slow-mode compound wave).
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shock refraction, including both the perpendicular and parallel orien-
tations of the initially applied magnetic fields, as well as the hydrody-
namic case. We note here that, in the absence of viscosity,
conductivity, and resistivity, there is no inherent length scale in the

shock refraction at an inclined straight density interface (before the
shock reaches the point where the interface intersects the top bound-
ary). During this shock traversal phase, the solution is self-similar (see,
for example, previous work by Samtaney and Pullin18 in the context of
Euler equations). To the best of our knowledge, there are no non-self-
similar cases of shock refraction in the context of ideal MHD or Euler
equations. Hence, even if the shock refraction is irregular, the solution
is self-similar in x=t; y=t coordinates. We compute the specific cases
with parameters M ¼ 2; g ¼ 3; c ¼ 1:4, and vary b and a. For the
self-similar solution, the boundary conditions and the initial guess are
depicted in Fig. 16(a). The pressure on either side of the contact dis-
continuity is unity. The state behind the incident shock is obtained by
the Rankine–Hugoniot jump condition, and the shock is moving with
the speed of u0 ¼ M cf , where cf is the fast magnetosonic sound speed.
The computational domain (now in velocity coordinates after the self-
similar transformation) X ¼ ½0; 3� � ½0; 2� is discretized with mesh
refinement utilizing nine levels (base mesh cell size is unity), yielding
an effective uniform mesh resolution of 1536� 1024. An example of
AMRmesh structure is shown in Fig. 16(b).

The self-similar solutions with a ¼ p=6 are shown in Fig. 17 in
which the left/right sequence is the case of the perpendicular, parallel
magnetic field ðb ¼ 2Þ, and hydrodynamic case ðb�1 ¼ 0Þ,

FIG. 14. Critical angle acrit of regular to irregular transition for the MHD shock refraction problem. (a) M ¼ 1:35, (b) M ¼ 1:5, (c) M ¼ 2, and (d) M ¼ 5.

FIG. 15. Local minimum of critical angle acrit as a function of Mach number
problem.
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respectively. For the hydrodynamic case, the Mach stem m connects
the reflected shock R to the point where m intersects the density inter-
face. A second shear layer s emerges from the triple-point where IS, R,
and the Mach stem m intersect. This system is called single Mach-
reflection irregular refraction MRR, which has been observed in the
hydrodynamic experiments.3 The irregular shock structure produced
in the parallel magnetic field case is the MHD equivalent of the single
Mach reflection MRR. The reflected fast shock RF no longer intersects
the density interface and is connected to the density interface, trans-
mitted shocks, and RS by the MHD equivalent of a Mach stem m.

The changes in flow properties across the MHD Mach stem m are
consistent with it being a fast mode MHD shock. Figure 18(b) shows
that it compresses the flow without changing sign of the magnetic
field. Furthermore, the vorticity generated on the vicinity of shocked
contact SC is transported onto the MHD waves, as in the case of regu-
lar refraction. This transport of baroclinic vorticity from the interface
prevents the shear instability that causes the roll-up of the interface in
the hydrodynamic case. These results indicate that the mechanism by
which a magnetic field suppresses the MHD RMI is valid independent
of whether regular or irregular refraction occurs at the density

FIG. 16. (a) Boundary conditions and initial guess for the two-dimensional shock contact-discontinuity interaction; (b) AMR mesh structure with nine levels of refinement for
the shock refraction with the presence of a parallel magnetic field at convergence.

FIG. 17. Density (first row) and vorticity (second row) fields of the shock refraction with a ¼ p=6. (a) Case with the presence of perpendicular magnetic field b ¼ 2, (b) case
with the presence of parallel magnetic field b ¼ 2, and (c) hydrodynamic case b�1 ¼ 0.
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interface (for a discussion of this, we refer to the work of Samtaney8

and Wheatley et al.9). Moreover, the second shear layer s is not pre-
sent, and instead, the fast mode Mach stem m is a vortex sheet. We
note that the ideal MHD does not support shear layers without mass
flux (i.e., unless the shear layers are shocks or expansions). On the
other hand, the resulting shock structure of the case in the presence of
perpendicular magnetic field is regular, and the analytical and numeri-
cal solution is shown in detail in Figs. 10 and 11. The vorticity on the
vicinity of shocked contact SC is transported onto the MHD waves
(slow compound wave RS and slow expansion fan TS), as in the paral-
lel magnetic field case. For this specific set of parameters, it is clearly
shown that the presence of perpendicular magnetic field delays the
regular–irregular transition, which is consistent with the analytical
conclusion presented in Sec. III C, whereas the presence of parallel
magnetic field suppresses the second shear layer and leads to the pres-
ence of a Mach stem with shear.

We now compute the above three cases with the inclination angle
a ¼ 0:4 and b¼ 8. The parameter combination of b¼ 8 and a ¼ 0:4
leads the refraction pattern to be irregular for all three cases. Figure 18
shows the irregular refraction wave pattern with this specific choice of
parameters. For the hydrodynamic case ðb�1 ¼ 0Þ, the incident and
Mach-stem shocks IS and m appear as a continuous wave. which is
convex-forwards along the segment formerly occupied by the incident
shock IS. The reflected shock appears to disperse into a band of wave-
lets. This phrase “dispersive” is not technically appropriate here to this
solution of Euler equations because the equations are mathematically
characterized as hyperbolic and are not dispersive. However, we use
“disperse” somewhat loosely because it has been used previously by
Abd-El-Fattah and Henderson.3 In actuality, the reflected shock rather

weakens into a band of compressive waves. In addition to the usual
second shear layer s stemming from the triple point where IS, R, and
the Mach stemm intersect, there is another band of shear layers visible
in the hydrodynamic case. This system is called as convex-forwards
irregular refraction CFR by Henderson et al.3 In the MHD cases, the
band of shear layers that emerges from Mach stem completely van-
ishes for both orientations (parallel and perpendicular) of the magnetic
field. Here, s is identified as a fast mode MHD shock, since the flow
across this wave is compressed without changing sign of magnetic
field. Hence with the specific parameters a ¼ 0:4 and b¼ 8, the irreg-
ular shock structures produced in the presence of perpendicular or
parallel magnetic fields cases appear also to be the MHD equivalent of
the single Mach reflection refraction (MRR), while it is CFR type for
the hydrodynamic case. The presence of a magnetic field weakens the
Mach stem compared to the hydrodynamic case: the perpendicular
magnetic field attenuates these features more effectively than the paral-
lel field case. The Mach stem in the perpendicular magnetic field case
lags behind the other two cases. Furthermore, the vorticity deposited
on the vicinity of SC is also transported on the MHD waves for irregu-
lar refraction in the perpendicular magnetic field case. This has impli-
cations on the suppression of the RMI, in the sense that even for
irregular refraction the vorticity is not on the density interface and one
expects the instability suppression to still take place.

We further decrease the inclination interface angle to a ¼ 0:3.
Now three irregular flow structures appear as shown in Fig. 19. For the
hydrodynamic case, the band of shear layers emerges from Mach stem
m, which is convex-forwards, and the irregular wave structure is iden-
tified to the CFR type (similar to the one for a ¼ 0:4). In the presence
of a magnetic field (both the parallel and perpendicular orientations),

FIG. 18. Density (first row) and vorticity (second row) fields of the shock refraction with a ¼ 0:4. (a) Case with the presence of perpendicular magnetic field b ¼ 8, (b) case
with the presence of parallel magnetic field b ¼ 8, and (c) hydrodynamic case b�1 ¼ 0.
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the wave structure is considered as the MHD equivalent of CFR type
that occurs in hydrodynamic case. These hydrodynamic CFR wave
structures have been observed in experiments (see Figs. 11 and 12 in
Abd-El-Fattah and Henderson3). In the MHD equivalent of CFR
irregular structure, the Mach stem is less convex-forwards than the
corresponding case with a ¼ 0:4 (MRR type). The changes in flow
properties across the MHDMach stem and waves, which appear simi-
lar to the band of shear layers in the hydrodynamic case, are consistent
with these being fast mode MHD shocks. As the conclusion for the
cases with a ¼ 0:4, it is found that the presence of perpendicular mag-
netic field weakens more efficiently the Mach stem than the parallel
magnetic field case.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the present work investigates the ideal MHD flow
structure produced by the refraction of a shock at an oblique planar
density interface assuming the flow to be strongly planar (i.e., no
velocity or component of the magnetic field in the z-direction). We
consider the cases in the presence of magnetic fields, which are initially
perpendicular and parallel to the motion of incident shock. We
employ an iterative procedure to obtain the analytical solution to
MHD regular shock refraction. The analysis is restricted to cases where
the initially applied magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to the
direction of shock wave propagation. For computing the flow fields
numerically, we solve a boundary value problem stemming from a
self-similar transformation of ideal GLM–MHD equations. The
numerical simulations are used to obtain both regular and irregular
shock refraction solutions (both regular and irregular refractions are
self-similar). Specifically, we analytically investigate the regular solu-
tion to the cases with the presence of perpendicular magnetic fields

and discover that the wave structure consists of three fast shocks (IS,
RF, and TF), a slow-mode expansion fan (TS), and a slow-mode
expansion fan or slow compound wave for RS by varying the magnetic
field magnitude and the inclination interface angle. The inclination
interface angle of RS transition from a slow-mode expansion fan to
slow compound wave decreases as magnetic field magnitude decreases.
In general, the analytical solutions agree well with the numerically
computed ones. We plot the deviation of the wave angles from the cor-
responding hydrodynamic regular refraction case. The angular extents
of the slow mode expansion fans reach a maximum for a particular
value of the magnetic field (b � 2:3) and then gradually decrease with
increase in b. The angular width of the inner layer, the angles of the
fast mode shocks (RF and TF), and the angular extents of the slow
mode expansion fans (RS and TS) scale with b�1=2, that is, linearly
with the strength of the applied magnetic field for large b.

AtM¼ 2, the perpendicularly oriented initial magnetic field sup-
presses the transition compared to the corresponding hydrodynamic
case, although the critical angle vs b plot is not monotonic. We quanti-
fied the critical angle where the transition from regular to irregular
refraction takes place and specifically quantified the local minimum of
the critical angle as a function of Mach numberM. It is found that the
transition from regular to irregular refraction is sufficiently complex
that a more thorough investigation of the parameter space is war-
ranted. We leave such an exploration of the parameter space for the
future.

Due to the large parameter space in MHD shock refraction, it is
somewhat challenging to provide a complete taxonomy of all the irreg-
ular refraction patterns. We present a sampling of the parameter space
in which interesting irregular patterns occur. The self-similar transfor-
mation yields “steady” solutions and hence enables us to focus our

FIG. 19. Density (first row) and vorticity (second row) fields of the shock refraction with a ¼ 0:3. (a) Case with the presence of perpendicular magnetic field b ¼ 8, (b) case
with the presence of parallel magnetic field b ¼ 8, and (c) hydrodynamic case b�1 ¼ 0.
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attention in which we can concentrate the adaptive meshes where the
refraction is taking place. The numerical results show that there are
two types for irregular MHD shock refraction, the first one is an MHD
variant of single Mach reflection MRR with the appearance of a Mach
stem. The second type is an MHD variant of convex-forwards irregu-
lar refraction CFR, with the reflected shock has apparently dispersed
into a band of wavelets. The Mach stem and the band of wavelet
emerging from Mach stem are classified as fast mode MHD shocks in
MHD irregular refraction. The vorticity deposited on the vicinity SC is
transported on the MHD waves for regular and irregular shock refrac-
tions, indicating that the mechanism by which a magnetic field sup-
presses the MHD RMI is valid independent of whether regular or
irregular refraction occurs at the density interface, and whether a par-
allel or perpendicular magnetic field is present. Moreover, the presence
of magnetic field allows to weaken or completely vanish the second
shear layer emerging from the triple-point between the incident shock,
reflected fast shock and the Mach stem, indicating that the vorticity is
transported from the vicinity of the density interface, preventing its
instability. Perpendicular magnetic fields suppress more effectively this
vorticity than the corresponding parallel magnetic fields.
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APPENDIX A: VERIFICATION OF LIMITING LARGE b

MHD CASES VS HYDRODYNAMICS

Presently, we verify that the MHD solution converges to the
hydrodynamics solution in the limit of large b. We compute the
critical angle acrit of regular to irregular transition for the MHD
shock refraction problem for M¼ 2 case, for the perpendicular
magnetic field orientation. As seen in Fig. 20, that for large values
of b, the critical angle for the MHD shock refraction problem tends
to the value of the hydrodynamic case.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE TEST

Figure 21 shows the density profiles along a vertical line at
n=L ¼ 0:6667 for the case R2, where the numerical results obtained
with the maximum mesh refinement 8, 9, and 10 levels (base mesh
cell size is unity). In the expansion region of compound wave, the
L2 norm is around 1:9� 10�2; 6:3� 10�3, and 6:0� 10�3 for these
three resolutions, respectively. There is no evident difference (see in
TF, TS, and CD regions, etc.) between l9 and l10 cases, except when
we see a magnification of the compound wave region. We consider
the maximum mesh refinement of nine levels is sufficient for our

work. The primary reason is that we have demonstrated that at this
resolution, the agreement between the analytical solution to the reg-
ular MHD shock refraction, and numerical results shows a strong
agreement. Second, in the section of irregular MHD shock refrac-
tion, we quantitatively show the different wave patterns with differ-
ent initial orientations of magnetic fields and inclination angles of
density interface. Thus, the mesh resolution at maximum mesh
refinement of nine levels is sufficient to draw physical conclusions,
and further resolving the wave structures will not change the nature
of the waves or the refraction patterns.
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